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cultural relativism in a multicultural world by caleb rosado we live in a rapidly changing world society which is 
increasingly bringing people of Relativism and the Social Sciences: 

14 of 14 review helpful Somewhere between Kant and Herder By Kevin Currie Knight As noted by many who knew 
or were influenced by Gellner he was a dying breed a polymath who was equally adept at philosophy sociology 
antrhopology and politics That ability always noticeable in these essays is what makes this book so different from like 
books on the subject This is needed because the subject the problem of rel This volume of essays deals with the 
problem of relativism in particular cultural relativism If our society knows better than other societies how do we know 
that it knows better There is a profound irony in the fact that this self doubt has become most acute in the one 
civilisation that has persuaded the rest of the world to emulate it The claim to cognitive superiority is often restricted 
of course to the limited sphere of natural science and technology and that Gellner writes with a razor His first essay on 
positivism and hegelianism is simply brilliant The Times Higher Education Supplement one of the pleasures of 
reading Gellner is just that he always finds a more apt phrase a sharper comme 
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a particular person time or place cognitive relativists hold cognitive relativism cognitive relativism asserts the 
relativity of truth because of the close connections between the concept of truth and concepts such as 
philosophical dictionary relativism ryle
the paper explores the defence by the early sociologist of science ludwik fleck against the charge of relativism it is 
shown that there are crucial and hitherto  summary objectivity and realms of explanation in academic journal articles 
concerning sexgender a comparison of gender studies and the other social sciences  pdf download postmodernism 
postmodernism is a contemporary western philosophical movement characterized by skepticism subjectivism 
relativism and antirationalism understanding cultural relativism in a multicultural world by caleb rosado we live in a 
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